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BACHELOR'S DEGREE PROGRAMME 

Term-End Examination 

(APPLICATION ORIENTED COURSES) 

ATR-1: TRANSLATION 

Time : 3 Hours] 	 [Maximum : Marks : 100 

Note: All questions are compulsory. 

5/ 3i f4 

Translate the following passage (a) into English 

and (b) into Hindi: 	 2)(10=20 

=mid tr (a) affit 4 t (b) it* 4 
arlag tritin 
(a) 7q grf TIN t@ 	3T    TO-#1 

ttcli * ett 	ties waist 

*Nig crAii 	 ggr Trte1 4 
etri 4cmcing 4, FT t91 31T UT !Mt 

titai rem 44 ow- 	t-  tift-tift 
pzfrt=teh Ti F§1-4 Witt 

sfkw 4 % alt-ta teliq Rear di 

gii itrirg 	traz t-}3 *um 4 trd-r 
t4u qt ter-Er zr(1 
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fri?fM 	csll 	Mer( 141 rT TT 

7T *Er ftmr 3Ti7 c TEr pqr 

‘3111 	TT AT t, e,kRft at-T 79' 

Trq.  qTride 	ql 	 t, vl:TF 

Li . 4 1f, t-4 31T 7T Q—tf k41.  TT 9-61 ft1T4 

t4-r 

(b) Deserts are the driest places on earth and 

sometimes go for months, or even years, 

without rain. But even the desert animals 

cannot survive without water for long periods 

in the scorching sun, so they have had to 

find different ways of coping with the harsh 

conditions. There are more than 2300 

different kinds of snakes around the world, 

ranging from just fifteen centimeters long to 

more than eleven meters. Most snakes are 

quite harmless-but there are a few that are 

so poisonous that they kill a human being 

with just one bite. Most snakes lay eggs, but 

there are many which give birth to their young. 

In the dry, rocky deserts of America lives a 

rather evil - looking snake with a very bad 

reputation. Its frightening rattle can be heard 

as far as thirty meters away, and it can strike 
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with lighting speed. But the rattlesnake 

prefers to avoid people if it possibly can. It 

holds its tail upright and rattles the end 

whenever it is disturbed, in the hope that the 

intruder will go away. 

2. 	Translate the following into Hindi/English. 

10x2=20 

H ‘1 	T1 3igr ittialt4 4 ma 

(a) The moon was bright and the stars shone 

clearly in the sky. 

(b) Almost the entire village turned up that 

evening to bid farewell to Vijay Singh. 

(c) Every year on the occasian of Eid, there was 

a fair in our village. 

(d) Tradesmen from far and wide came there 

with all kinds of goods to sell. 

(e) The panchayat was held the same evening 

under an old banyan tree. 

(f) iittiNcb AWit at4T t 	licii t 41 	4 tl 
(g)	 cittli 4 ftgrffr fki-ft9. wGcflwer P4ti 
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(h) alTrIT 	 V-11 # TM' 	kt 	eiti 

(i)	 # 	%TOT RA EIT 4c 	tl 

(i) au3PT tr Crt f*11-1 	41 	Ti4  #IT altrk 
to-f 	(114) 

Translate the following words into Hindi.10x1=10 

1.1Wz.icr 	1 GT-14K ta: 

(a) Built in 

(b) Control-terminal 

(c) Counter 

(d) - Deferred 

(e) Feasibility 

(f) Duality 

(g) Hierarchy 

(h) Flash card 

(i) Distortion 

0) Zooming 
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4. 	Write short notes on any four  of the following: 

4x5=20 

	0 # 	 IT taco R.wPiyi iWk4: 

(a) Dialects 

trSri 

(b) Style and register 

2c 3 Titg't 

(c) Denotative meaning 

aret 

(d) Scientific translation 

hfr* arrc 

(e) Simile and Metaphor 

GSR 

	

5. 	Answer any three  of the following: 	3x10=30 

	d 4 # 	*gait Ott 

(a) What is the difference between official 

translation and translating poetry? 

cbitileita GIT4K S cbialivig IT GRWC 
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(b) What is the importance of translation in 

today's society? Explain. 

tptyr 4 3{r1-4r-  Tr fir 4-WCCI 

(c) Discuss the problems faced while translating 

Drama. 

9T-d-4 GT-14g 4 f 	41 	 
it4-49T 

(d) What are the characteristics of a good 

translator? How can a good translation be 

distinguished from bad translation 

7T Gra 3T-1-4r-4-T tH;Err ferErdrq i c t? aT 
3T-1W etc 	arl-grd 4 4-4 3T -T RAii 

	 t? 

(e) What are the main features of non literary 

translation? 

h-t11 	erf4T-c1 	itqlisrdrqt 	W? 
-X- 
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